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WA represented by 

114 swimmers 

DAY 4 SC AUSTRALIAN CHAMPIONSHIP 

Did you know that the state struggling with performance 

is being represented by one hundred and fourteen 

swimmers at these short- course championships. Many of 
these competitors are also age group swimmers. 

Brianna has another 

classy swim 

The Semi Final for the 100 Fly seemed  

just another routine swim for Bria.  

Bringing home that last 25 showed signs  

of confidence  for tonight’s final. Bria has  

had an outstanding meet with an event schedule not 

many other 16 year olds can claim. 

Flew all the way home 

in the 4x100 FS relay. 

Finishing top 8 is a 

fantastic effort for the 

team. An opportunity 

many of them  will not 

forget. 

The Team Manager from Indooroopilly was so impressed 

with Georgia’s Truscott idolisation of one of their 

swimmers that they organised a photo shoot with the 

man himself. 

Georgia followed Christian Sprenger all the way to 

Challenge and right onto pool deck at last night’s finals in 

the hope to sneak  

a photo of him.  

Better still the TM  

noticed the Perth City  

swimmer in the  

background of many  

of their clubs photos  

and when they  

approached Georgia  

she was asked if she  

would like a lifetime  

memory for her  

bedroom.  

“I was so thrilled to have this opportunity and he is so tall. 

I’ll  treasure that one for a long time.” 

 will star again on the main 

stage again tonight with the Mens 4x100 Medley. In a 

showcase event with Damo, Will ( “The DOM” recovery), 

Ducky (whose close relative Simone Le Couilliard will be 

watching in the stands )and Fast Man Hamish “Hammer”. 

Wishing the boys the best of luck to crack top eight 

again. 

’

An unknown ring-in (in the picture below) has created concern 

in the Perth City change rooms. It is believed Simon 

“Ducky” LeCouilliard was found  hiding in the shower after 

a rumour had passed through the team that he no longer 

held the record for most tatt’s. Fortunately during a break 

in the sports psych’s busy schedule they were able to 

uplift Ducky’s emotional state. Once Magee explained to 

Ducky that he had investigated the situation and apart from 

the fact that the unknown did not satisfy team criteria  

Ducky still had far more quality tatt’s.  “I spoke with Simon 

and explained he was clearly still the record holder. I called 

for a team hug and Ducky had his chin up. I have 

discussed the situation with the Perth City swimmer 

concerned  regarding the unknown and explained that 

membership into the ranks requires a CV and personal 

interview. The unknown decided to withdraw.” 

 Perth City has had more than 40 

volunteers working over the past 5 

days 

 Perth City is currently in the top ten 

clubs in Australia 

 Perth City has been represented in 28 

events 

 Perth City has had over 48 individual 

heat swims 

In order to 
succeed, 
we must 

first 
believe 
that we 

can. 
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Final Night of 

racing 

DAY 4 SC AUSTRALIAN CHAMPIONSHIP 

To all our 
supporters 

Thank you 

People just don’t understand 
This is my life 

My dream 
My choice 

I love it and this is what I train for 

 Deepest solo dive  in the ocean is  

10 898 metres using breathing 

equipment 

 Longest distance ever swum is 225km 

(50 hours and 10mins) 

 Deepest solo dive unassisted is 162m 

in which the diver was under water 

for three minutes and 38 seconds 

Brianna 100FLY 
Damian 200 FLY 
Blair 200 FS 
Brianna 200 FS 
Jessica 200 FS 

4 x100 Medley Relay 


